or a cost-sharing cooperative game with an empty core, we study the problem of calculating a near-optimal cost allocation that satisfies coalitional stability constraints and maximizes the total cost allocated to all players. One application of such a problem is finding the minimum level of subsidy required to stabilize the grand coalition. To obtain solutions, we propose a new generic framework based on Lagrangian relaxation, which has several advantages over existing work that exclusively relies on linear programming (LP) relaxation techniques. Our approach can generate better cost allocations than LP-based algorithms, and is also applicable to a broader range of problems. To illustrate the efficiency and performance of the Lagrangian relaxation framework, we investigate two different facility location games. The results demonstrate that our new approach can find better cost allocations than the LP-based algorithm, or provide alternative optimal cost allocations for cases that the LP-based algorithm can also solve to optimality.
Introduction
Cooperative game theory addresses situations involving collaboration between multiple independent decision makers. It has applications in a variety of areas, such as economics, finance, operations research (OR), and telecommunications, to name just a few. In the context of cost reduction, a cooperative game (with transferable utility) can be roughly stated as follows. There are n players, each of whom needs to complete a specific task at minimum cost using a certain resource she owns. Some, or all of the players, may form a coalition by pooling their resources together to jointly work on all their tasks, with the goal being to reduce their total cost. The set of all players is called the grand coalition. The major concern is how to share the total cost of the grand coalition in a "fair" way among all players such that no player has any incentive to quit.
While there are different approaches to defining the "fairness" of a cost allocation, one fundamental concept is coalitional stability, which requires that the cost allocated to each coalition (the sum of the cost allocated to each player in the coalition) is no more than the minimum cost incurred by the coalition if its members do not join the grand coalition. In addition, it is desirable to have a budget balance constraint requiring that the total cost allocated to all players is equal to the minimum cost of the grand coalition. The core of a cooperative game is defined as the set of cost allocations satisfying (1) coalitional stability and (2) the budget balance constraint. The core is not empty if there exists at least one such allocation. When this is the case, the grand coalition is stable. Various conditions and methods have been developed to test the nonemptiness of the core of different cooperative games.
Unfortunately, it is well known that many cooperative games have an empty core. For such games, alternative concepts have been proposed that can be used to motivate a solution. The basic idea is to relax one of the two conditions specified in the definition of core. For example, the concept of least core (e.g., Maschler et al. 1979; Kern and Paulusma 2003; Uhan 2010, 2013 ) is defined by relaxing the requirement of coalitional stability. Under the least core concept, the cost allocated to each coalition is limited to no more than a value z plus the minimum cost of the coalition, where z is a parameter to be minimized.
In an alternative concept known as -core (e.g., Jain and Mahdian 2007) , the budget balance constraint is replaced with a -budget balance constraint requiring that the total cost allocated to all players is no less than times the minimum cost of the grand coalition, where 0 < ≤ 1. The -core is mathematically equivalent to another concept known as the -approximate core (e.g., Faigle et al. 1998, Bläser and Ram 2008) , which enforces the budget balance constraint and relaxes coalitional stability constraints such that the total cost allocated to each coalition is no more than 1 + times the minimum cost of the coalition. Generally speaking, the main focus of studying the -core or -approximate core has centered on finding a constant bound on or for specific games.
In this paper, we study the idea of -core, but with a different focus. Instead of looking for a constant bound on , we study the optimal cost allocation problem (OCAP) introduced by Caprara and Letchford (2010) , to design an algorithm to exactly calculate the best value of for any given instance of the game. Specifically, OCAP tries to maximize the total cost allocated to all players subject to coalitional stability. As pointed out by Caprara and Letchford (2010) , this can be viewed equivalently as calculating the "cost" of stabilizing the social optimum under the grand coalition where a third party, representing the social welfare, is willing to subsidize the stability of the grand coalition. Here, the third party may be a government agency, and the players a group of private companies. Alternatively, the third party may be the headquarters of a large corporation, and the players different branches. In such cases, the objective of OCAP is equivalent to minimizing the gap between the total cost allocated to all players and the cost incurred by the grand coalition, where the gap is to be subsidized by the third party.
Roughly speaking, there are at least two difficulties in finding solutions to OCAP. First, as we will show later, the common linear programming (LP) formulation requires an exponential number of constraints in the number of players n, i.e., 2 n constraints. Second, for a given cost allocation, just to verify that one of the LP constraints is satisfied often involves solving an optimization problem that is itself NP-hard. Hence it is always hard to solve OCAP directly from its LP formulation.
Solving OCAP is a natural solution concept for cooperative games with an empty core. However, it had not been fully studied until recently, when Caprara and Letchford (2010) developed an LP-based framework, referred to herein as the LPB algorithm, to handle games in which the minimum cost of each coalition has an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation. Many games with this property originate from OR applications. The basic idea is to generate a stable cost allocation that achieves an LP relaxation lower bound on the grand coalition cost. Theoretically speaking, the LPB algorithm can solve OCAP optimally, but doing so requires that all the "assignable" constraints, as defined in the online supplement (available as supplemental material at http:// dx.doi.org/10.1287/ijoc.2016.0707), are first identified and added to the ILP formulation. However, sometimes it is hard to identify all assignable constraints (e.g., rooted traveling salesman problem (TSP) game and vehicle routing game in Caprara and Letchford 2010) . Even in a case where all assignable constraints can be identified, such as the unrooted traveling salesman game studied in Caprara and Letchford (2010) , the LPB algorithm may still not be applicable if there is no polynomial-time separation algorithm over the exponential number of assignable constraints.
In this paper, we propose a new framework to tackle OCAP that is based on Lagrangian relaxation rather than LP relaxation. Our approach, referred to as the Lagrangian relaxation based (LRB) algorithm, also tries to find a cost allocation that achieves a lower bound on the grand coalition cost, but has the following advantages compared to the LPB algorithm.
First, it is a generic framework that can be applied to a broader class of cooperative games than those addressed by Caprara and Letchford (2010) . Unlike the LPB algorithm, which is restricted to problems with only linear objectives, the new approach is also applicable to problems with nonlinear objectives.
Second, the LRB algorithm can find better solutions than the LPB algorithm under the same formulation of the grand coalition problem, due to the well-known fact that the Lagrangian relaxation bound is no worse than the bound provided by the relaxed LP solution. To a certain extent, this avoids the requirement of identifying all "assignable" constraints in the LPB algorithm. In addition, even for certain cases where it is easy to find all assignable constraints to guarantee the optimality of the LPB algorithm, the LRB algorithm is still valuable because it can offer alternative optimal cost allocations to the players, and hence, more choices for evaluation.
Third, in solving the OCAP, our algorithm takes a decomposition approach and creates two subgames, which are relatively easier to solve than the original game. One subgame has a simple optimal solution which can be represented in closed form. The other subgame has some beneficial properties that the original game lacks. In many cases, the minimum cost incurred by each coalition in the subgames is relatively easier to calculate than in the original game. In some cases, the optimal cost allocations of the subgames are polynomially solvable, though that of the original game is not.
Finally, the LRB algorithm rests on a large amount of research developed over decades to efficiently solve the Lagrangian dual. In applying it to the OCAP, we can take advantage of various techniques that have Downloaded from informs.org by [202.141.176 .9] on 12 May 2018, at 05:00 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
Literature Review
The research on cooperative games has been extensive ever since the seminal work of Shapley (1953) . Some of the most prominent examples related to OR applications include assignment games Shubik 1971, Martínez-de Albéniz et al. 2013) , bin packing games Kern 1993, Liu 2009 ), linear production games (Owen 1975) , minimum spanning tree games (Granot and Huberman 1981) , traveling salesman games (Tamir 1989 , Potters et al. 1992 , vehicle routing games (Göthe-Lundgren et al. 1996 , Engevall et al. 2004 , inventory games (Hartman et al. 2000 , Chen 2009 , Chen and Zhang 2009 , He et al. 2012 , Zhang 2009 ), production outsourcing games (Aydinliyim and Vairaktarakis 2010, Cai and Vairaktarakis 2012) , and some packing and covering games on graphs (Deng et al. 1999) , to name just a few. The major interest in studying these games is usually the existence of the core.
Since this paper uses facility location games for illustration purposes, we now discuss the work on cooperative facility location games. An early important result is given by Kolen (1983) , who showed that for uncapacitated facility location (UFL) games, the maximum shared cost among players is equal to the classic LP relaxation cost for the grand coalition optimization problem. Later, Goemans and Skutella (2000) extended this result, and proved nonemptiness of the core for several special facility location games where facility locations are on a line, a cycle, and a tree. Others have also studied variants of the problem. For example, Puerto et al. (2011 Puerto et al. ( , 2012 introduced the minimum radius location game and the minimum diameter location game, respectively. Xu and Yang (2009 ), Mallozzi (2011 ), and Li et al. (2013 studied facility location games with various cost components, such as service installation costs, regional fixed costs, and concave facility location costs.
As previously mentioned, the least core is one type of relaxation that can be used to deal with games with empty cores. Faigle et al. (2000) showed that computing the least core allocation for the minimum spanning tree game is NP-hard. Kern and Paulusma (2003) studied the nucleolus based on a polynomial description of the least core for the cardinality matching game. Schulz and Uhan (2010) showed that computing the least core value for a single machine scheduling game with supermodular cost is weakly NP-hard, and provided a framework in Schulz and Uhan (2013) for a three-approximation algorithm for computing the least core value. With respect to the -core and -approximate core, there has been more research using the latter concept. For example, Faigle et al. (1998) developed an LP-based algorithm that generates a 1 3 -approximate core for the Euclidean TSP. Bläser and Ram (2008) provided a polynomialtime algorithm that finds cost allocations lying in a log 2 n − 1 − 1 -approximate core for the asymmetric TSP game. We refer the reader to Jain and Mahdian (2007) for a more comprehensive review on the prior concepts.
Only a few papers directly address the OCAP. Bachrach et al. (2009) raised the problem of stabilizing the grand coalition of a cooperative game at a value that minimizes the subsidy, and derived appropriate upper and lower bounds for the minimum value. Following Bachrach et al. (2009) , a similar study on restricted cooperation in coalitional games was undertaken by Meir et al. (2011) . The only algorithmic work on solving OCAP is by Caprara and Letchford (2010) , who proposed a comprehensive framework for optimally solving a large class of problems based on LP relaxation and duality theory. In their approach, it is usually necessary to reformulate the optimization problems by introducing constraints with special structures. The details are presented in the next section.
Preliminaries
A cooperative game with transferable utilities is described by a pair V c , where V = 1 2 v denotes a set of players, and c S → denotes the characteristic function, with S = 2 V \ indicating the set of nonempty coalitions of players. The characteristic function assigns to every coalition s ∈ S a value c s , representing the minimum total cost that the members in s need to pay when they cooperate. The problem of cost allocation studied here is to share the grand coalition cost c V among the players in V in such a way that for any smaller coalition s of players, there is no incentive for them to break away from the grand coalition and form their own coalition.
A (coalitional) stable cost allocation for a game V c is a vector ∈ v , which satisfies coalitional stability: k∈s k ≤ c s ∀ s ∈ S. An ideal cost allocation additionally satisfies the budget balance constraint: k∈V k = c V . The core of game V c is defined as:
It is known that not every game V c has a nonempty core. To address games with an empty core, our goal is to find a stable cost allocation that covers the grand coalition cost c V as much as possible, Downloaded from informs.org by [202.141.176 
Solving 1 directly is often intractable, because it consists of an exponential number of constraints, and the values of characteristic functions c s can even be NP-hard to compute. The focus of this paper is to compute good stable cost allocations for a class of games called OR games whose core may be empty and whose characteristic functions are defined by an integer program (IP). The OR game is a generalization of the integer minimization (IM) game investigated in Caprara and Letchford (2010) . Unlike the IM game, which can only use ILP to define characteristic functions, the OR game allows using nonlinear integer programming to define characteristic functions. For easy comparison, our formulation follows Caprara and Letchford (2010) as much as possible. • positive integers r, r , and t, • left-hand side matrices A ∈ r×t and A ∈ r ×t , • right-hand side matrices B ∈ r×v and B ∈ r ×v , • nonnegative right-hand side column vectors D ∈ r and D ∈ r , • an objective function f x , which can be either linear or nonlinear in x, and
• an incidence column vector s ∈ 0 1 v with s k = 1 if k ∈ s and s k = 0, otherwise, ∀ k ∈ V , such that for all s ∈ S, the characteristic function c s is given by the following IP:
Note that in 2 , the constraints are partitioned into two parts to facilitate the use of Lagrangian relaxation later. Following Caprara and Letchford (2010) , it is easy to show that every OR game with nonnegative D and D is subadditive, i.e., c s 1 ∪ s 2 ≤ c s 1 + c s 2 for all s 1 s 2 ∈ S with s 1 ∩ s 2 = . This defines a proper game where it makes sense for the players to cooperate, and such games are the focus of our analyses in this paper.
For an IM game, a special case of the OR game, its characteristic function c s is given by ILP:
where C is a row vector of dimension t. We use c LP V to denote the LP lower bound of c V defined in (3), where x ∈ 0 1 t×1 is relaxed to 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.
Caprara and Letchford (2010) explained how OCAP for IM games can be solved by using column generation, row generation, or both. To make the paper self-contained, we summarize a few highlights of these methods in the online supplement. Roughly speaking, the column-generation approach has a straightforward formulation; however, the associated pricing problem is usually difficult to handle because it needs to do optimization over a very large solution space. The row-generation approach, which is more promising, needs to reformulate ILP (3) by identifying a set of so-called assignable constraints Ex ≥ F . For IM games, the quality of the LPB cost allocation greatly depends on the assignable constraints that have been identified. Theoretically speaking, the LPB algorithm can find the optimal stable cost allocation for an IM game if all assignable constraints can be identified and added. However, for different IM games, the ways of identifying assignable constraints are often different, as no general approaches are known. For some assignable constraints, no polynomial separation algorithms are known, raising another difficulty in computing the LPB cost allocations. Despite these difficulties, the LPB algorithm can be used as an effective heuristic to find good stable cost allocations when only a subset of assignable constraints are added.
LRB Cost Allocation Algorithm
In this section, we present our LRB cost allocation algorithm. In general, for an OR game V c , when the objective function f x in 2 is linear in x, LPB and LRB algorithms are possible alternatives in computing good stable cost allocations, but only the LRB algorithm can be used if f x is nonlinear. We first explain the framework of the LRB algorithm and show its effectiveness, and then give more details of the algorithm implementation.
Lagrangian Relaxation and
Game Decomposition In a Lagrangian relaxation procedure, by relaxing constraints A x ≥ B s + D in (2) and bringing them into the objective function with nonnegative Lagrangian multiplier , we can derive the resulting Lagrangian characteristic function c LR · for an OR game as where is a nonnegative row vector of dimension r , i.e., ∈ 1×r + . In particular, for the grand coalition V , its Lagrangian characteristic function is
As is typical with Lagrangian relaxation, constraints A x ≥ B s + D can be carefully chosen such that c LR s is relatively easy to solve, e.g., in polynomial or pseudopolynomial time for any s ∈ S. It is known that c LR V is a lower bound of c V for any nonnegative . To achieve the sharpest lower bound, the Lagrangian dual problem d LR V finds the best Lagrangian multiplier that maximizes c LR V , i.e., 
We define subgame 1 as V c LR1 · , with its characteristic function being c LR1 s , and subgame 2 V c LR2 · similarly. In some specific implementations, we can further decompose c LR2 · into more subcharacteristic functions to make the LRB algorithm more efficient. One example is given in Section 5.2.1. Theorem 1. Given any nonnegative Lagrangian multiplier , if LR1 and LR2 are stable cost allocations for subgames V c LR1 · and V c LR2 · , respectively, then LR = LR1 + LR2 is a stable cost allocation for OR game V c .
Proof. For any s ∈ S, the stability of LR1 and LR2 implies that
Therefore we have
This completes the proof. By Theorem 1, we can design an LRB algorithm to obtain a good stable solution to OCAP by finding a good stable cost allocation for each of the subgames. In fact, we are able to find an optimal stable cost allocation for each subgame under a specific . Before introducing the details of handling the two subgames, we first have the following result regarding the effectiveness of the LRB algorithm compared to the LPB algorithm. To be specific, for an IM game, different ILP formulations of the characteristic function might lead to different LPB and LRB cost allocations. Theorem 2 gives a sufficient condition for the LRB cost allocation algorithm to be better than or as good as the LPB one.
Theorem 2. For an IM game, under the same ILP formulation for the characteristic function c s , the LRB cost allocation value k∈V LR k is no less than the LPB cost allocation value k∈V LP k , when the following two conditions hold: (1) the Lagrangian multiplier is optimal for d LR V , i.e., = * and (2) *
LR1
and * LR2 lie in the core of the subgames V c LR1 · * and V c LR2 · * , respectively.
Proof. It is well known that, for the same formulation, the lower bound obtained by Lagrangian relaxation is no worse than that obtained by LP relaxation (e.g., see Ahuja et al. 1993) 
In addition, the LPB cost allocation value k∈V LP k is clearly no larger than the LP lower bound c LP V . Therefore we have k∈V *
We have the following remarks about Theorem 2.
Remark 1. Theorem 2 implies the competitiveness of the LRB algorithm against the LPB algorithm. LPB and LRB cost allocations can be improved by adding more constraints to the conventional ILP formulation of characteristic function c s . However, as shown in Theorem 2, when applied to the same ILP formulation of c s , the LRB cost allocation value is no smaller than the LPB one if conditions (1) and (2) hold. Even if the LPB algorithm can be proven optimal for some cases, our LRB algorithm can still be valuable in that it can provide alternative cost allocations with different features. An example of this is given in Section 5.1.3.
Remark 2. The conditions given in Theorem 2 to ensure that the LRB cost allocation value k∈V LR is no less than the LPB cost allocation value k∈V LP are sufficient, but not necessary. In fact, even without condition (1), for a nonoptimal Lagrangian multiplier¯ , as long as c LR V ¯ ≥ c LP V , the result still holds. Downloaded from informs.org by [202.141.176 .9] on 12 May 2018, at 05:00 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
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Remark 3. Condition (2) requires that both subgames have a nonempty core. As will be shown in the following Lemma 1, subgame 1 V c LR1 · always has a nonempty core. However, subgame 2 V c LR2 · may have an empty core. Therefore the effectiveness of the LRB algorithm depends on subgame 2, specifically on the value of k∈V LR2 k , the cost that can be allocated for game V c LR2 ·
. Our numerical results show that, even in cases where subgame 2 does not have a nonempty core, the LRB algorithm can still be competitive. Examples are given in Section 5.2.2.
Remark 4. In the situation where c V is relaxed in such a way that d LR V has the integrality property, i.e., d LR V is not increased by removing the integrality restriction on x from the constraints of the Lagrangian problem (see, Geoffrion 1974), the Lagrangian lower bound c LR V * is equal to the LP lower bound c LP V . In addition, if all the constraints in c LP V are assignable, then our LRB algorithm cannot obtain a solution better than the LPB algorithm
Remark 3 is also related to the convergence of the LRB algorithm when subgame 2 may have an empty core. In such a case, we first need a tight Lagrangian lower bound c LR2 V , which can be achieved by a large number of iterations in solving the Lagrangian dual problem; however, there is no guarantee that a tighter bound c LR2 V will also lead to a larger cost allocation value k∈V LR2 k . In other words, the final optimal Lagrangian multiplier * may not necessarily correspond to the best cost allocation. Computational examples are shown in Section 5.2.2. As such, we propose the following algorithm. Algorithm 1. The LRB cost allocation algorithm for an OR game V c .
Step 1. For problem (2), design a Lagrangian relaxation as shown in (4). Compute the optimal solution * for the Lagrangian dual problem d LR V defined by (5) with the subgradient method, where we save a set of Lagrangian multipliers = 1 2 p at some intermediate iterations.
Step 2. For each ∈ , decompose the Lagrangian characteristic function c LR · into two subcharacteristic functions c LR1 · and c LR2 · according to (6) and (7).
Step 3. Compute the optimal stable cost allocations LR1 and LR2 for subgames V c LR1 · and V c LR2 · , respectively. Details are given by Lemmas 1 and 2 in the next two subsections.
Step 4. Let LR = LR1 + LR2 be a stable cost allocation for game V c . Find the best stable cost allocation with the maximal shared cost among LR for ∈ .
Note that if subgame 2 has a nonempty core for the optimal Lagrangian multiplier * , we only need to use the final Lagrangian multiplier * in to calculate a cost allocation. Otherwise, we can consider using more Lagrangian multipliers, due to the above discussion prior to Algorithm 1. While there is no theoretical study on choosing the values, our experience shows that it is useful to select five or six values from different iterations.
Solving Subgame 1
We now show how to calculate a cost allocation in the core of subgame 1 V c LR1 ·
. In this game, any player k ∈ V will induce a cost B k , which represents the value of the kth element in vector B . Accordingly, we have the following lemma.
Proof. The proof is straightforward: for any coalition s ∈ S, by the definition of game V c LR1 · , the total induced cost will be c LR1 s = k∈s B k which is equal to the total cost allocated to s under cost allocation LR1 s .
Lemma 1 shows that we can directly compute a core cost allocation for game V c LR1 · .
Solving Subgame 2
Different from subgame 1, subgame 2 V c LR2 · may have an empty core. Therefore we aim to calculate the optimal stable cost allocation, which lies in the core if it is nonempty. We first provide a generic column-generation-based (CGB) algorithm (see Barnhart et al. 1998 for an introduction on column generation) to compute the optimal stable cost allocation for game V c LR2 · in general cases. Note that the CGB algorithm here is more computationally tractable than the one described in Caprara and Letchford (2010) . Specifically, we propose treating each coalition as a column in the master problem defined by the following LP (9), but Caprara and Letchford (2010) suggests reformulating the master problem by treating each feasible solution of the optimization problem as a column (see LP (A.2) in the online supplement for details). The reformulation is necessary there to avoid the strong NP-hardness of evaluating c s for each coalition s, but it makes the search space much larger in column generation. We can directly treat each coalition as a column, since compared with c s , c LR2 s is much easier to solve after Lagrangian relaxation. Downloaded from informs.org by [202.141.176 .9] on 12 May 2018, at 05:00 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
Recall that an optimal stable cost allocation LR2 for subgame 2 is the optimal solution to the corresponding OCAP,
Under the assumption that the Lagrangian relaxations will be easy to solve, c LR2 s would be computationally tractable for all s ∈ S.
To solve the OCAP in (8), consider its dual problem as follows:
where s ∀ s ∈ S ∈ 2 v −1 ×1 are decision variables. Based on the strong duality, we know that the OCAP in (8) is equivalent to the LP in (9). By following the standard column-generation framework, we propose that Algorithm 2 can solve (9) to optimality and generate an optimal cost allocation for subgame 2.
Algorithm 2. A CGB algorithm to compute the optimal stable cost allocation LR2 for game V c LR2 · includes the following four steps:
Step 1. Start from a restricted master problem of (9) where the restricted coalition set S ⊂ S contains a polynomial number of elements, and compute its optimal dual solution * .
Step 2. Find an optimal coalition s * to the pricing problem
Step 3. If there exists an s * with a negative value of (10), then add s * into S , and go back to Step 1; otherwise, the dual problem (9) is solved to optimality, therefore go to Step 4.
Step 4. According to the updated restricted coalition family S and its corresponding characteristic function values c LR2 s ∀ s ∈ S , the following LP gives the optimal stable cost allocation LR2 for game V c LR2 · :
In the CGB algorithm, the most difficult and essential part is solving the pricing problem (10), which is specific to each game. We will give an example of this in Section 5.2.
To conclude, we present the following lemma on the CGB algorithm.
Lemma 2. Vector LR2 computed by the CGB algorithm is an optimal stable cost allocation for subgame 2 V c LR2 · .
The CGB algorithm above provides a general approach to computing an optimal stable cost allocation for subgame 2. However, for some special cases, it is possible to obtain an optimal or core cost allocation for subgame 2 by using certain simpler or faster approaches. For example, we consider the following two special cases.
First, if the LP relaxation of c LR2 V contains the complete assignable constraint set, one can apply the LPB method proposed by Caprara and Letchford (2010) to compute an optimal cost allocation for V c LR2 · . Second, when subgame 2 turns out to be submodular, we can solve a core cost allocation by a greedy algorithm, i.e., by sorting the players and computing the marginal cost vector (see, Edmonds 1970 , Shapley 1971 . 
We emphasize these two cases because subgame 2 may include all assignable constraints or have the submodularity property even though the original game V c does not. This is actually a potential advantage of the LRB algorithm, and one such example is given in Section 5.1. However, it often requires sophisticated analysis to detect the completeness of assignable constraints or to prove the submodularity of subgame 2.
Implementations for Facility Location Games
We will illustrate the LRB cost allocation algorithm on two different facility location games, namely, the UFL game and the nonlinear single source capacitated facility location (NLCFL) game. The UFL game represents the case where LPB and LRB algorithms can be used to compute optimal cost allocations; in addition, the resulting UFL subgame 2 is submodular, and its core cost allocation can be obtained in polynomial time. The NLCFL game has a different coalition definition and nonlinear cost function, showing the full power of our LRB algorithm. Downloaded from informs.org by [202.141.176 .9] on 12 May 2018, at 05:00 . For personal use only, all rights reserved. Table 1 Notation Used in the UFL Game Decision variable, where v i = 1 if facility i will be opened and v i = 0 otherwise, ∀ i ∈ M. u ij Decision variable, where u ij = 1 if customer j will be served by facility i and u ij = 0 otherwise, ∀ i ∈ M and j ∈ N.
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The UFL Game
In a UFL game, there is a bipartite network defined by G = M N E , with M being the set of potential sites where facilities can be opened, N being the set of customer points that must be served, and E being the set of edges, which link the facility sites and customer points. Each potential site i ∈ M has a fixed opening cost f i , and each edge i j ∈ E has a transportation cost c ij . In a UFL game, the customers share the facility opening and transportation costs, i.e., the players in the game are customers. We list the notation used in the UFL game in Table 1 .
Definition 3. A UFL game N c UFL is defined with the players being the customers in N and the characteristic function c UFL s determined by the following ILP:
In the previous ILP, the objective function (11) is to minimize the total facility opening and transportation cost for a coalition s; constraints (12) require that every customer in coalition s must be served, and constraints (13) ensure that only an opened facility can serve customers.
ILP (11)- (14) is the conventional formulation for a UFL problem. In view of Definition 1, we see that the UFL game N c UFL is an OR game V c with V = N and c = c UFL . Specifically, decision variables x in c are now v u in c UFL , and the specific expressions of matrices C, A, A , B, B , D, D can be obtained by writing c UFL using matrices. In particular, D and D are now 0, therefore the game N c UFL is subadditive. This is also true for the NLCFL game, which we study in Section 5.2. 5.1.1. LPB Cost Allocation for the UFL Game. Kolen (1983) and Goemans and Skutella (2000) proved that, for a UFL game, the maximum stable cost allocation value coincides with the LP lower bound of c UFL N . To perform some in-depth analysis, we give more details on using the LPB algorithm to calculate the optimal stable cost allocation.
In c UFL s , constraints 12 and 13 are already assignable. By adding assignable constraints u ij ≥ 0 i ∈ M j ∈ N to relax the binary constraints (14), we can obtain an LP relaxation for the grand coalition optimization problem c UFL N as follows:
We sequentially label constraints (15)- (17) from 1 to n, n + 1 to n + mn and n + mn + 1 to n + 2mn, respectively. For c LP_UFL N , we consider its dual LP. Let k be the dual variable corresponding to the k-th constraint of c LP_UFL N , and * an optimal solution to the dual LP. According to the row-generation approach in the online supplement, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3. For a UFL game, the LPB cost allocation LP_UFL given by LP_UFL j = * j ∀ j ∈ 1 2 n is optimal, with total shared cost c LP_UFL N .
We note that a simpler way to obtain one optimal stable cost allocation to the UFL game is to solve c LP_UFL N directly and obtain the optimal dual variables by calculating the shadow prices of the constraints. However, solving the dual LP facilitates finding alternative optimal solutions, because in the event that the dual LP has multiple optimal solutions, not all of them correspond to a shadow price of the primal.
LRB Cost Allocation for the UFL Game.
We next demonstrate how to apply the LRB algorithm to obtain optimal cost allocations for the UFL game. We will prove that the subgame 2 of the UFL game is submodular. We will also show by a computational study that the optimal cost allocation obtained by the LRB algorithm for this game can be different from those obtained by the LPB algorithm, thus giving more choices for evaluation and comparison.
In c UFL s , we add a set of new constraints 
The augmentation of constraints (18) is to strengthen the Lagrangian lower bound of c UFL s , which may accordingly lead to a better LRB cost allocation. It prohibits setting u ij = 1 for any player j not in coalition s, even though the coefficient c ij − j < 0 when computing c LR_UFL s
. It is easy to see that the augmentation of (18) 
According to Lemma 1, the optimal stable cost allocation LR1_UFL , which lies in the core of game N c LR1_UFL · is given by LR1_UFL j = j for all j ∈ N .
For the UFL subgame 2, its characteristic function is as follows:
To solve c LR2_UFL s , we can decompose it by facilities and derive a closed-form optimal objective function value given by c LR2_UFL s = m i=1 min 0 f i + j∈s min 0 c ij − j .
Lemma 4. UFL subgame 2 N c LR2_UFL · is submodular.
Proof. Denote a and b as two players in N . To show the submodularity, we need to prove that, for any coalition s ∈ N \ a b ,
For each i ∈ M, use notation i s = min 0 f i + j∈s min 0 c ij − j . To show (21), it is sufficient to show Due to the submodularity of UFL subgame 2, one can easily compute its core cost allocation, denoted as LR2_UFL , by the greedy algorithm mentioned in Section 4.3. Under the optimal Lagrangian multiplier * , we can derive the optimal UFL LRB cost allocation given by * LR_UFL = * LR1_UFL + * LR2_UFL . Since UFL subgames 1 and 2 have nonempty cores, by Theorem 2, the optimal LRB cost allocation value achieves the Lagrangian lower bound c LR_UFL N * , which is no less than the LP lower bound c LP_UFL N .
The following theorem shows the optimality of the UFL LRB cost allocation, and reveals the equivalence of the LRB and LPB cost allocations.
Theorem 3. For a UFL game, the LRB cost allocation * LR_UFL = * + * LR2_UFL is optimal. In addition, the LRB cost allocation set and the LPB cost allocation set consist of all the optimal UFL cost allocations.
Proof. For the UFL game, we first show that the LRB cost allocation is optimal. As stated earlier, the optimal LRB cost allocation value achieves the Lagrangian lower bound c LR_UFL N * , which is not less than the LP lower bound c LP_UFL N . It is known that the LP lower bound equals the maximum total shared cost for the UFL game (Kolen 1983, Goemans and Skutella 2000) . Thus the LRB cost allocation must be an optimal UFL cost allocation, and c LR_UFL N * = c LP_UFL N . We next prove that both the LRB and LPB cost allocation sets consist of all the optimal UFL cost allocations. It is known that the LPB cost allocation set consists of all the optimal UFL cost allocations Downloaded from informs.org by [202.141.176 (Goemans and Skutella 2000) . This implies that each LRB cost allocation must belong to the LPB cost allocation set. Therefore, it remains to show that each LPB cost allocation belongs to the LRB cost allocation set.
Consider each LPB cost allocation LP_UFL j = * j for j ∈ N , where * together with some * form an optimal solution to the following dual problem of c LP_UFL N : Hence * is an optimal Lagrangian multiplier. The resulting LRB cost allocation is then given by * LR_UFL j = * j + * LR2_UFL j for j ∈ N . Note that for each s ∈ S, since c LR2_UFL s * ≤ 0 and c LR2_UFL s * ≥ c LR2_UFL N * = 0, we have c LR2_UFL s * = 0, which leads to * LR2_UFL j = 0 for j ∈ N . Therefore we obtain that * LR_UFL = * , implying that each LPB cost allocation * belongs to the LRB cost allocation set. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
5.1.3. Alternative Optimal Stable Cost Allocations. For a UFL game, it is known that every optimal cost allocation corresponds to an LPB solution, which must be a convex combination of all basic optimal solutions to the dual of c LP_UFL N . However, by applying only common LP solvers to the dual of c LP_UFL , it is hard to obtain all the basic optimal solutions.
By Theorem 3, we know that the LRB algorithm provides an alternative optimal cost allocation for the UFL game. It is possible that the LRB solution obtained can be excluded from those LPB solutions produced by the common LP solvers. We illustrate this by the following example. In the UFL game shown in Figure 1 , there are four facilities and four customers (players). Each facility has a fixed opening cost 10. The numbers on the links are the transportation costs from facilities to customers. An optimal decision for the grand coalition is to open facilities 3 and 4, and the links in bold are the optimal paths. Therefore the grand coalition cost is 10 + 10 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 1 = 29.
For this example, we use two LP solvers, the "simplex" and "interior point" methods, in MATLAB Release 2011a to compute the LPB allocations, respectively. Table 2 shows the cost assigned to each player under different approaches.
The example reveals that the LRB algorithm can generate optimal stable cost allocations that are different from those generated by common LP solvers. The LRB solution is beyond the range of convex combination of the two LPB solutions. This demonstrates the value of the LRB algorithm in providing alternative cost allocations.
To investigate the capability of the LRB algorithm under a general setting, we tested 30 UFL benchmark instances developed by Beresnev et al. (2006) , all with m = n = 100. We conducted all computational experiments on a Windows 7 PC with an Intel Core i7-2600 running at 3.4 GHz and 16 GB RAM. All algorithms were implemented in MATLAB Release 2011a. Among the 30 instances, there are 22 for which the LRB solution is beyond the range of convex combination of the two LPB solutions. Again, this shows Table 3 New Notation Used in the NLCFL Game
Notation Meaning

Q i
The capacity of facility i,
Customer player set in coalition s, s c ⊆ N. the value of the LRB algorithm in terms of computationally finding alternative optimal stable cost allocations even in cases where the LPB cost allocations are shown to be optimal.
The NLCFL Game
In an NLCFL game, there is a bipartite network G = M N E defined similarly to the UFL game. Each potential facility site i ∈ M now has a capacity Q i , and each customer point j ∈ N has a demand q j . Every customer can only be served by a single facility. In addition to the opening cost, each facility i also has an operational cost that is increasing with the number of customers it is serving. To model the economy of scale effect, we use a quadratic function i h i n i − l i n i 2 to measure the operational cost, where n i is the number of customers served by facility i, and i , h i , and l i are appropriate parameters ensuring the cost is concave and increasing for n i ∈ 0 n . Unlike the UFL game in which players are only the customers in N , the player set of the NLCFL game includes facility players in M and customer players in N . Similar settings of the players can also be found in the bin packing games (e.g., see Kern 1993, Liu 2009 ). Our LRB algorithm can also handle the case where only customer players are involved. However, by including facility players, together with a nonlinear cost function, we can demonstrate the broad range of applications to which our LRB algorithm can be applied.
We need the additional notation shown in Table 3 in defining the NLCFL game.
Definition 4. An NLCFL game M ∪ N c NLCFL is defined with players in M ∪ N , where M is the facility player set, N is the customer player set, and the characteristic function c NLCFL s is determined by NLP:
Compared with c UFL s , c NLCFL s f ∪ s c has a few new constraints. Constraints (26) represent the capacity restrictions of the facilities; constraints (27) ensure that only if a facility player is in the coalition can the corresponding facility be used to serve customers.
Since the objective function of c NLCFL s f ∪ s c has a nonlinear term to measure the facility operational cost, the LPB algorithm is no longer applicable to computing cost allocations. Next, we will illustrate the implementation of the LRB algorithm on the NLCFL game.
LRB Cost Allocation for the NLCFL Game.
In the NLCFL characteristic function c NLCFL s f ∪ s c , by adding a new set of constraints
and then bringing constraints i∈M u ij ≥ s c j ∀ j ∈ N into the objective function with nonnegative Lagrangian multiplier , we can derive the NLCFL Lagrangian characteristic function,
Similar to constraints 18 for c UFL , the augmentation of constraints (29) , where each customer player j ∈ N is assigned a cost exactly equal to the Lagrangian dual price of serving her, and no facility players are assigned any cost because they do not need to be served. The cost allocation is given by LR1_NLCFL j = j for all j ∈ N , and LR1_NLCFL i = 0 for all i ∈ M.
For NLCFL subgame 2, the characteristic function is 
It can be seen that each problem i s c corresponds to a variant of the knapsack problem with an objective of minimizing a nonlinear total value function, where Q i is the knapsack capacity, and s c is a set of items with each item j ∈ s c having a weight q j and a value c ij − j + i h i . In addition to the total value of the items packed into the knapsack, one can obtain an extra value − i l i j∈s c u ij 2 , which is quadratic in the number of the items packed. When all weights q j are integers, we can solve i s c by a dynamic program in pseudopolynomial time O Q i n 2 . To be specific, we define F s c i j k q as the minimum value of j ∈s c j ≤j c ij − j + i h i u ij such that j ∈s c j ≤j u ij = k and j ∈s c j ≤j q j u ij ≤ q. In other words, F s c i j k q represents the minimum item value packed by including exactly k items from set 1 2 j within capacity q. The dynamic programming recursion is as follows: = i∈s f i s c . Now, we are ready to compute the optimal stable cost allocation LR2_NLCFL for NLCFL subgame 2 by the CGB algorithm, where we need to solve a pricing problem. In this particular case, the pricing problem is to find a coalition (or column) s = s f ∪ s c with the smallest reduced cost, where the reduced cost for each s = s f ∪ s c is given by 
with * being the optimal dual of the corresponding master problem for NLCFL subgame 2.
For each given s = s f ∪ s c , one can obtain the optimal objective value of (32) directly, as it equals i∈s f i s c − k∈M∪N s k * k , where each i s c , as shown earlier, can be computed by dynamic programming. However, due to the exponential number of coalitions, it is computationally intractable to find a column s with the most negative reduced cost by enumeration. We therefore attempt to first identify a columns with a negative reduced cost by considering the following two cases:
Case 1. There exists at least one k such that * k > 0. In this case, a coalitions can be defined by including k with * k > 0 for k ∈ M ∪ N . The reduced cost fors is negative because it is at most − k∈M∪N max 0 * k by setting all u and v to be zero.
Case 2. For all k ∈ M ∪ N , * k ≤ 0. This case is more complicated. To efficiently find a coalitions =s f ∪s c with a negative reduced cost, we can consider the following ILP where binary variables v i and j indicate whethers includes facility players i and customer Downloaded from informs.org by [202.141.176 .9] on 12 May 2018, at 05:00 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
Therefore, it can be seen that feasible solutions to ILP of negative objective values are one-to-one correspondence with coalitionss =s f ∪s c of negative reduced costs. Moreover, such a coalitions can be obtained efficiently by exploiting the following properties.
Lemma 5. For 33 , without changing the optimal objective value, one can sequentially fix some variables to zero by the following steps:
(
where n i is the number of elements in set c ij < ∀ j ∈ N . After that, set c ij = .
3) For each i ∈ M, solve a nonlinear knapsack problem similar to (31), where Q i is the knapsack capacity, and N is the item set, with each item j ∈ N having a weight q j and a value c ij . Let i be the optimal objective function value of this knapsack problem. If i + f i ≥ 0, then set v i = 0 and u ij = 0 for all j ∈ N .
Proof. First, if there exists a pair of indices i j such that u ij = 1 and c ij − l i n 2 i − n i − 1 2 > 0 in a feasible solution of ILP (33), one can directly set u ij = 0, and derive another feasible solution under which the objective function value is reduced by at least c ij − l i n 2 i − n i − 1 2 . Second, if there exists a customer j such that j = 1 and j + i∈M min c ij − l i n 2 i − n i − 1 2 0 ≥ 0 in a feasible solution of ILP (33), then setting j = 0 and u ij = 0 for all i ∈ M results in another feasible solution, where the objective function value is reduced by at least j + i∈M min c ij − l i n 2 i − n i − 1 2 0 . Third, if there exists a facility i such that v i = 1 and i + f i ≥ 0 in a feasible solution of ILP (33), then the resulting solution by setting v i = 0 and u ij = 0 for all j ∈ N is also feasible and the objective function value is reduced by at least i + f i .
Suffice it to say that making the above changes does not increase the value of min v u R v u . Though not theoretically ensuring polynomial-time complexity, the steps in Lemma 5 can indeed greatly reduce the problem size when solving (33). Beresnev et al. (2006) . Each instance has a bipartite network G = M N E with m = n = 100 and f i = 100 for all i ∈ M. For each instance, there are three capacity levels 10, 20, and 30. In addition, we use h 1 = h 2 = · · · = h m = n 2 , l 1 = l 2 = · · · = l m = 1, and 1 = 2 = · · · = m = to measure the operational cost, where indicates the relative weight of the operational cost. When solving the Lagrangian dual problem by the subgradient method, we set the number of maximal iterations to be 2,500.
To show the effectiveness of the LRB cost allocation, ideally we need to compare the total shared cost against the grand coalition cost c NLCFL M ∪ N . However, the grand coalition cost is only available in the benchmark data set for instances with = 0. Therefore, for a general comparison, we need to compromise by replacing the centralized optimum with a heuristic solution, called the best found centralized solution (BFCS), which is defined as the better of the following two feasible solutions. The first feasible solution is simply the optimal solution to the original benchmark instances of the NLCFL problems with = 0, which is available in Bachrach et al. (2009) . The second feasible solution is derived from the optimal solution of c LR2_NLCFL M ∪ N . Note that this optimal solution might be infeasible for the centralized problem c NLCFL M ∪ N , since some customers may not be served. If so, to derive a feasible solution out of the given infeasible solution, we can proceed as follows. For each unserved customer, we choose an opened facility with enough remaining capacity and the smallest transportation cost to serve this customer; if there is no such facility, we open a new feasible facility with the minimum transportation cost to serve this customer. Table 4 shows the performance and computational efficiency of the LRB cost allocation algorithm implemented on the 20 instances under situations where the facility capacities are identically equal to 10, 20, and 30, respectively.
In Table 4 , "LRCA" represents the best found LRB cost allocation value k∈M∪N LR_NLCFL k under different , and "LRB" represents the best Lagrangian Downloaded from informs.org by [202.141.176 lower bound c LR_NLCFL M ∪ N * obtained using the subgradient method. For each capacity, we list the computational results under different values of . From column "LRCA/BFCS," it can be seen that for all the examined instances, our LRB cost allocation algorithm can produce stable cost allocations that share at least 93 93% of BFCS. When increases so that the facility operational cost gains more weight, our LRB cost allocations can share more than 99% of BFCS. These findings demonstrate the high quality of the LRB cost allocations. Moreover, although NLCFL subgame 2 is not submodular, in general, column "LRCA/LRB" suggests that almost every NLCFL subgame 2 has a nonempty core. This indicates that even in cases where condition (2) of Theorem 2 does not hold, the LRB cost allocation still has a great chance to achieve the Lagrangian lower bound. As for time efficiency, we can see that the computational time tends to increase with Q and . Among all instances, the longest computation time is around four hours.
For instances with = 0, where the NLCFL game has no nonlinear term in its characteristic function, we compare the LPB and LRB cost allocations, by showing in Table 5 the percentage ratios of the cost allocation values against the grand coalition costs given by the benchmarks. Here, the LPB and LRB cost allocations are computed based on the same ILP formulation for the characteristic function c NLCFL s f ∪ s c augmented by constraints (29).
To study the impact of constraints 29 , we compare LRB and LRCA with a new Lagrangian lower bound LRB and a new LRB cost allocation value LRCA , where LRB and LRCA are obtained from a revised characteristic function of c LR NLCFL s with constraints 29 being relaxed. Moreover, since the LPB cost allocation value and the LP lower bound are equal, they are both presented in column "LPCA" of Table 5 . From the table, we have the following observations. First, the Lagrangian lower bound is tighter than the LP lower bound, on average, as shown in the first two columns under "Average." This implies the potential advantage of the LRB cost allocation over the LPB cost allocation. In addition, as indicated by the columns under "LRCA − LPCA," the LRB cost allocation is indeed superior to the LPB, on average, especially for cases with a lower capacity.
Second, as shown in columns "LRB, LRCA, LRB , LRCA ," adding constraints 29 to c NLCFL s f ∪ s c can indeed improve the Lagrangian lower bounds, as well as the LRB cost allocation values. In addition, by comparing columns "LPCA" and "LRCA ," we find that even with no additional constraints, the resulting LRB cost allocation still beats the LPB one, on average. This further implies the competitiveness of our LRB algorithm.
We next investigate the convergence of the LRB algorithm on the NLCFL game. This was not an issue for the UFL game. As long as the subgradient method for the Lagrangian dual problem converges to * in a UFL game, Theorem 2 ensures the optimality of the stable cost allocation corresponding to * because UFL subgame 2 has a nonempty core. However, the NLCFL subgame 2 may have an empty core, implying a possible gap between the Lagrangian lower bound and the total cost that can be allocated. Although we may expect a general trend where a tighter Lagrangian lower bound leads to a better cost allocation, there is no guarantee of the strict increase of cost allocation value when the Lagrangian lower bound increases.
To examine this, we apply Algorithm 1 to the NLCFL game on instances with = 0, and compare LRB cost allocations that are obtained by using different sets of Lagrangian multipliers. the number of instances whose LRB cost allocations are improved, declined, and unchanged, respectively, when is changed from a baseline set 2 to another set 1 . Each i represents the best Lagrangian multiplier found within i iterations of the subgradient method in Step 1 of Algorithm 1. The results show that it is possible that the cost allocation may become worse as the Lagrangian bound improves, though the chance of getting worse is very small in later iterations. For example, out of the one hundred instances, there are seven instances whose LRB cost allocations decline in quality when is chosen to be 2500 instead of 500 800 1000 1500
2000 . This finding confirms the need for using multiple Lagrangian multipliers in Algorithm 1.
In summary, from the computational experiments, we can conclude that the LRB algorithm is effective and efficient in solving the OCAP for the NLCFL game.
Conclusion
The focus of this paper is on cooperative games whose core may be empty. We propose a generic framework to calculate a good stable cost allocation that satisfies coalitional stability and recovers the grand coalition cost as much as possible. In the literature, such a problem is usually treated by LP relaxation and duality techniques. We take the different approach of investigating Lagrangian relaxation techniques. Besides the competitiveness of the Lagrangian bound over the LP bound, our algorithm is not restricted to solving problems with assignable constraints and linear objective functions.
We demonstrate our new algorithm on two different facility location games, each representing a typical type of cooperative game that may be encountered.
The computational experiments show that our algorithm can produce near-optimal cost allocations for all these games, outperforming the existing LP-based algorithm. In fact, we have also successfully implemented our algorithm on other typical games, such as TSP games, e.g., see Liu (2015) .
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